
   

       

  Best Baby Gifts Unisex
 

£151.74 £136.57
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Best Baby Gifts Unisex gift basket is the answer to your search for
the best new baby gifts in the UK. Beautifully presented, in a charming
wicker shopper gift basket, and filled with striking baby gifts sourced
from the best UK baby gift companies.

  Details
 
The Best Baby Gifts Unisex gift basket is from our 100% gender neutral baby gift collection - and is filled with a variety of unisex baby gifts that
combine fun and function, and feature gorgeous unisex gifts such as sumptuously soft clothing crafted from organic cotton, accessories and
engaging toys to entertain and stimulate a new baby. All of our unisex baby gifts, clothes and toys are branded names from well known, high
quality suppliers that will be trusted by the baby gifts receiver. The unisex Baby Gifts included in this beautiful gender free gift basket include;
an exceptionally cute Arlo Babygrow from the My First Frugi collection. This sweet little outfit is actually top and bottoms in one. With a totally
cute litte lamb motif on a grey tee attached to rainbow-striped leggings making this the perfect gender neutral gift. In keeping with the little
lamb theme we have also included a soft and sweet Little Lamb patterned baby grow by Frugi the undisputed leader in organic cotton clothing
for newborns and winner of many prizes awarded by the baby industry. Made from high quality 100% organic cotton in a classic style with
gentle fabric for even the most sensitive skin, guarding against the risk of dermatitis or eczema. All Frugi baby clothes are colourful, comfortable
and fun to wear, as well as being hard-wearing and eco-friendly. There is also a soft and snuggly rainbow stripe, organic cotton body suit, and a
sweet patterned bandana fashion bib by Ziggle baby - both unisex of course. For comfort and fun we have included an exceptionally cute Roly
Poly Lovely Lamb baby comfort blankie. This sweet lamb blanket toy has been manufactured by Gund. Sumptuously soft and cosy, this little
lamb will become a go-to comforter and quickly become a baby's favourite bedtime companion. Lastly is the Oh So Soft cuddly elephant plush
rattle toy also from the Gund baby gifts collection. This little elephant is the perfect unisex first plush toy and will sit happily at the bottom of
babys cot or crib. All of these beautiful baby gifts are arranged in an elegant white wicker shopper basket that can be used as a decorative
storage piece for many years to come. Basketsgalore has been creating unisex baby gifts for 20 years, and has been lucky enough to send
thousands of baby gifts on behalf of our customers all over the world.

Additional Information
 
Contents Frugi Organics Little Lamb Top & Trousers Gift Set Frugi Organic Cotton "Little Lamb" Babygrow Organic

100% Cotton Baby Bodysuit Gund Roly Poly Lovely Bunny Blankie Gund Oh So Soft Elephant Rattle Toy
Ziggle Designer Elephant Bandana Baby Bib White Wicker Fabric Lined Shopper Basket with handles Gift
wrapped and decorated with new baby silk ribbon New Baby Gift Gift Card for your personal message
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